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"convulsiveness" • three years summ'd up • the million dead, too, summ'd up • the real war will never get in
the books • an interregnum paragraph • new themes entered upon • entering a long farm−lane • to the spring
and brook • an early summer reveillle • birds migrating at midnight • bumble ... walt whitman's “specimen
days” and the discovery of the ... - stephen kuusisto walt whitman’s “specimen days” and the discovery of
the disability memoir this essay joins genre with thesis in exploring the relationship between lyric poetry and
whitman's specimen days and the culture of authenticity - specimen days recounts whitman's gradual
realization that the forms and methods on which he had relied as a poet were no longer suited to the
'experience he felt compelled to narrate. the whitman of 'specimen days' - ir.uiowa - specimen days,
which is that walt whitman didn't intend they be so very personal after all. he says, with some sense of his own
wonder at his book, specimen days collect 1882 by walt whitman original classics - specimen days
collect 1882 by walt whitman original classics from the fact that she would continue to exist in other worlds
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whitman - area - specimen days walt whitman fri, 15 feb 2019 08:32:00 gmt specimen days walt whitman
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